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Abstract: Amyloidosis is a rare disease characterized by the accumulation of misfolded extracellular
proteins in various organs. Over 30 precursor proteins have been identified that can form amyloid
deposits in different parts of the body. The most frequently encountered amyloidosis variant is the
immunoglobulin light chain amyloid (AL). In this report, we present a unique case of a patient with
biopsy-confirmed hypopharyngeal amyloidosis caused by transthyretin (ATTR). While hypopha-
ryngeal involvement has been hypothesized in the past, conclusive reports are lacking, although
rare instances of hypopharyngeal involvement by the AL variant of amyloidosis have been reported.
We present the first case of biopsy-proven ATTR systemic amyloidosis with cardiomyopathy and
hypopharyngeal involvement.
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1. Introduction

Amyloidosis is a rare disease that results from the extracellular deposition of amyloid,
a misfolded extracellular protein in the form of non-soluble fibrils derived from various
precursor proteins. These abnormal proteins can be deposited pathologically in any tis-
sue [1]. Amyloid is recognizable by apple-green birefringence on the Congo red stain
viewed under polarized light. Amyloid typing is conducted with immunohistochemistry,
immunoelectron microscopy, laser capture microscopy, and mass spectrometry from a
fixed histological specimen [1]. Variants of amyloidosis are named using the amyloid fibril
protein (designated protein A) followed by the precursor protein name. For example, AL
designates amyloid fibril derived from immunoglobulin light chains and ATTR designates
amyloid fibril derived from transthyretin [2]. Amyloid deposition can be localized or
systemic; the four main types of systemic amyloidosis are AL (light chain), AA (serum
amyloid A), ATTR (transthyretin), and Aβ2M (β2-microglobulin) [3,4]. Amyloidosis can be
found anywhere within the body; the larynx is the most common location in the head and
neck area, commonly presenting as localized AL subtype [5]. The larynx is estimated to be
involved in 9–15% of all amyloidosis cases [2,6,7].

ATTR amyloidosis is the third most common systemic amyloidosis type after AL
and AA. ATTR amyloidosis can be categorized into a familial form (autosomal dominant
inheritance) and a nonfamilial acquired form. The familial form, also called ATTR variant
or mutant, is caused by mutations in the transthyretin (TTR) gene, which encodes a pro-
tein that helps transport thyroid hormone and vitamin A in the bloodstream. The name
transthyretin is an acronym for transports thyroxine and retinol [8]. TTR is synthesized by
the liver, the choroid plexus of the brain, and the retina [9]. TTR has important roles in
behavior, cognition, neuropeptide amidation, nerve regeneration, and axonal growth [10].
The TTR mutation was first reported in Portugal, and later in Japan and Sweden [11]. Over
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the years, 100 TTR gene mutations and protein variants have been identified, and the
Val30Met mutation is the most reported globally. The misfolding of the TTR protein can
form insoluble amyloid deposits, damaging organs and tissues, leading to peripheral and
autonomic neuropathy, cardiomyopathy, renal failure, and vitreous opacities [4]. Nonfa-
milial ATTR, also called ATTR wildtype or senile systemic amyloidosis (SSA), is sporadic,
with aging-related protein misfolding, without an identifiable cause or biomarkers for its
diagnosis [4,8,12]. The deposits can be found throughout the body, and the heart and the
carpal tunnels are commonly affected. The disease predominately affects men over the
age of 70 [12], and commonly presents as progressive cardiomyopathy. ATTR wild-type
amyloidosis can lead to heart failure and accounts for one third of patients with heart failure
in whom the ejection fraction is preserved [13]. Carpal tunnel syndrome, a condition where
the median nerve becomes compressed as it passes through the carpal tunnel affecting the
hand and wrist, is also a common initial symptom of ATTR wild-type amyloidosis and
often precedes the definitive diagnosis of amyloidosis by several years [14].

2. Detailed Case Description

An 85-year-old male presented with dysphagia, weight loss, cough, and exertional
dyspnea. His past medical history was significant for atrial fibrillation, cardiomyopathy,
congestive heart failure (CHF), and pacemaker placement. Interestingly, angiography had
shown no evidence of coronary artery atherosclerosis, and the etiology of his cardiomy-
opathy was unclear. Previous echocardiography showed a normal ejection fraction of
50% and left ventricular hypertrophy with a dilated left atrium. His Eating Assessment
Tool 10 (EAT-10) score was 13; a score greater than 3 is abnormal. Upon flexible laryn-
goscopic examination, there was a large, soft, smooth mass arising from the posterior
pharyngeal wall obstructing the esophageal inlet and prolapsing into the glottis. CT scan
showed a 1.7 × 3.0 × 2.2 cm soft tissue mass at the esophageal inlet. He underwent endo-
scopic and excision of a submucosal mass of the posterior hypopharyngeal wall (Figure 1).
Histopathological evaluation demonstrated amyloid deposition in the walls of small- and
medium-sized arteries (Figure 2). Mass spectrometry confirmed the protein subtype as
ATTR variant. Cardiac re-evaluation in light of this new information was performed and
the patient was diagnosed with ATTR cardiomyopathy. He expired due to heart failure
shortly after confirmation of the disease.
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Figure 2. Histopathology showing ATTR variant amyloidosis. Panel (A): Low-power magnification of
broad-based polypoid mass lined by squamous mucosa. Arrow indicates affected vessel highlighted
in images (H&E ×10). Panel (B): Congo red staining showing orangophilic deposits within the walls
of the arteries (Congo red × 100). Panel (C): Scanning magnification showing an edematous stroma
and intact artery with mural amyloid accumulations (H&E ×100).
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3. Discussion

The biopsy-proven ATTR variant of hypopharyngeal amyloidosis has not been re-
ported previously. In our case, the patient presented with dysphagia and endoscopic
findings of a hypopharyngeal mass. Cases of hypopharyngeal AL involvement have been
reported previously in association with multiple myeloma [5,15] or as localized hypopha-
ryngeal AL amyloidosis [16], with patients presenting with dysphagia and endoscopic
findings of submucosal infiltration of the posterior hypopharyngeal wall. Our patient had
a similar presentation but secondary to the ATTR variant of hypopharyngeal amyloidosis,
which represents the first biopsy-proven case of this variant affecting the hypopharynx.
ATTR amyloidosis commonly presents with systemic amyloid deposition with predomi-
nantly peripheral and autonomic neuropathy. Other target tissues are the heart, eye, and
ligaments. Patients with ATTR amyloidosis predominantly present with peripheral sen-
sory polyneuropathy, autonomic neuropathy, cardiomyopathy, renal failure, carpal tunnel
syndrome, and eye vitreous opacities.

Dysphagia in the setting of amyloidosis is usually secondary to macroglossia from AL
amyloidosis [17]. Macroglossia occurs due to extracellular, perivascular, and intramuscular
amyloid deposition, affecting the oral phase of swallowing [18,19]. In our patient, his
dysphagia was likely secondary to the direct mechanical obstruction of the mass, though
in ATTR amyloidosis, autonomic and peripheral sensory neuropathy are also possible
mechanisms [5]. Other rare causes of dysphagia in the setting of amyloidosis can be
secondary to esophageal or gastric involvement. Esophageal involvement by amyloidosis
has been associated with achalasia, spasm, non-specific motility disorders, malabsorption,
and esophagitis. A study of 30 patients with systemic amyloidosis showed abnormalities in
esophageal manometry such as decreased resting lower esophageal sphincter pressure and
abnormalities in esophageal motility [20]. These presentations and findings are consistent
with the postulation that the deposition of amyloid in smooth and striated muscle as well
as the nervous system affects the swallowing mechanism [21,22].

Besides dysphagia, gastrointestinal (GI) amyloidosis may also present with other symp-
toms such as diarrhea, esophageal reflux, nausea, and abdominal pain. These symptoms are
attributed to autonomic neuropathy. Gastric amyloidosis commonly manifests as systemic
amyloidosis compared to localized amyloidosis. According to a 13-year retrospective study,
with a total of 76 gastric amyloidosis patients, 79% had systemic gastric amyloidosis and
21% had localized gastric amyloidosis [23]. Endoscopic findings in esophageal and gastric
amyloidosis are nonspecific, including erosions, ulcers, erythema, nodularity, strictures,
a fine granular appearance, polypoidal protrusions, mucosal friability, and submucosal
tumor-like lesions [22,24]. Interestingly, a study by Tada et al. showed that the two endo-
scopic findings characteristic of amyloidosis are fine granular appearance and polypoid
protrusion. They also found that different gastrointestinal tract biopsy sites have different
frequencies of amyloid deposition in the biopsy specimens, where the degree of amyloid
deposition is highest in the duodenum (100%) and the lowest in the esophagus (72%). Thus,
the study concludes with the importance of examining the upper gastrointestinal tract,
especially the duodenum [24].

The diagnosis of amyloidosis is based on histological confirmation of amyloid in
biopsies from affected tissues. A high index of suspicion is necessary for a clinician to offer
a biopsy when a hypopharyngeal mass is seen on laryngoscopy. Once the diagnosis of
amyloidosis is proven from a biopsy, whole-body screening for systemic amyloidosis is
recommended before diagnosing localized amyloidosis. Systemic amyloidosis is diagnosed
when two or more sites of the body are involved. In systemic ATTR amyloidosis, cardiac
infiltration is common. This infiltration results in poor diastolic relaxation and impaired
left ventricular diastolic filling, resulting in right-sided heart failure. In patients presenting
with heart failure and preserved ejective fraction, amyloid cardiomyopathy should be
strongly suspected [8]. In addition to heart failure, conduction disturbances or arrhythmias
requiring pacemaker placement are also frequently encountered in patients with ATTR
amyloidosis [25]. Systemic ATTR amyloidosis is becoming increasingly recognized as a
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cause of heart failure and is likely underdiagnosed [12]. The diagnosis of amyloidosis
cardiomyopathy is challenging because the symptoms are often attributed to other more
common cardiac conditions such as ischemic heart disease, hypertensive heart disease,
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and idiopathic restrictive cardiomyopathy. An invasive
cardiac biopsy is essential in the diagnosis of ATTR cardiac amyloidosis if there is no in-
volvement of other more accessible sites and suspicion remains high. Other more accessible
sites are the subcutaneous abdominal wall fatty tissue, salivary gland, rectum, kidney, or
gastric mucosa. The abdominal wall fatty tissue is usually chosen as it is readily accessible
with low morbidity of the procedure. However, while the specificities are reported as high
(almost 100%), the diagnostic sensitivities are variable, with a report as low as 12% overall
sensitivity on ATTR amyloidosis [4,26]. Biopsy of the involved organ remains the gold
standard for diagnosis, with 100% sensitivity and specificity [4,27]. There are also a lack of
screening criteria contributing to the underdiagnosis of ATTR amyloidosis cardiomyopathy.

A study by Bartier et al. shows that patients with ATTR amyloidosis with cardiac
involvement have a high prevalence of pharyngolaryngeal impairments without any macro-
scopic organic lesions seen. The pharyngolaryngeal impairments are manifested by hoarse-
ness and dysphagia, with prevalence of 47% and 17%, respectively [17]. Several patho-
physiological hypotheses in the literature include the nerve dysfunction hypothesis and
the amyloid infiltration tissue hypothesis. Amyloid deposits infiltrate nerves as evidenced
by histologic studies showing the amyloid deposition of walls of cranial nerves [17,28].
Cranial nerves involved in swallowing and phonation (V, VII, IX, X, XI) can have amyloid
deposition affecting their function [17,29]. Amyloid deposits’ infiltration in the brainstem
and cortex can potentially result in polyneuropathy and compromised coordination of
various swallowing phases, ultimately causing dysphagia. Muscles and mucosa can also
be infiltrated with amyloid, affecting the function of pharyngolaryngeal organs. Synovial
deposits in the joints of pharyngolaryngeal organs can also lead to ankylosis, affecting the
swallowing mechanisms [17].

ATTR amyloidosis treatment options are rapidly expanding. Multiple clinical trials
are ongoing to develop new treatments to improve the outcomes of patients with ATTR
amyloidosis. Treatments to improve outcomes can be divided into drug therapies for
ATTR amyloidosis and drugs for ATTR amyloidosis comorbidities and complications.
Drug therapies for ATTR amyloidosis are classified into inhibitors of TTR gene expression,
tetramer stabilizers, inhibitors of oligomer aggregation, and inhibitors of degradation and
reabsorption of amyloid fibers. Most medications focus on preventing the formation of
TTR amyloid protein or inhibiting the degradation of TTR tetramers into monomers [12].
ATTR amyloidosis, with common comorbidities such as heart failure, requires medications
such as diuretics, beta-blockers, and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors. In ATTR-
cardiomyopathy-related atrial fibrillation, patients require anticoagulation and potentially
cardioversion and a pacemaker to maintain sinus rhythm. In ATTR-cardiomyopathy-
related end-stage heart failure with no significant extracardiac involvement, left ventricular
assist device and cardiac transplantations are options. The prognosis of patients with ATTR
amyloidosis is determined by the extent of cardiac involvement [30]. The early diagnosis
and treatment of ATTR amyloidosis are crucial in improving outcomes for patients.

From the perspective of the case reported in this article, there are several important
lessons to be considered. Amyloid infiltration of the hypopharynx and esophagus should be
considered in the differential diagnosis of dysphagia, whether gross disease is apparent or
not. In order to evaluate the presence of disease, it may be important to biopsy affected sites,
even if they appear morphologically normal, and to obtain a representative biopsy that can
include an evaluation of muscle and nerve tissue. Moreover, suspicion of the presence of
the ATTR variant should increase when evaluating patients in the eighth decade of life who
present with increasing dysphagia, especially in the absence of a gross/mechanical lesion.
Even more importantly, otolaryngologists should be wary of the clinical presentation of
elderly patients with heart failure presenting with dysphagia. As heart failure is most
commonly due to coronary artery disease, and because dysphagia commonly increases
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with age, it is normal to consider these two issues separately when evaluating elderly
patients with dysphagia. However, in this clinical scenario, it is important to understand
the etiology of the heart failure. When heart failure is considered idiopathic, or when
angiography has failed to demonstrate the presence of significant coronary artery disease,
ATTR variant amyloidosis should be strongly suspected as the etiology of the dysphagia.
This should prompt further evaluation of heart function, through serum evaluation of
troponin levels as well as B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) and N-terminal-pro-BNP. Given
the poor prognosis and clinical fragility of patients with heart failure in the context of
ATTR amyloidosis, invasive interventions, especially those that require general anesthesia,
should be carefully considered. Non-invasive, supportive measures such as feeding tube
placement may be more appropriate for this patient population.

Amyloidosis should be suspected in findings of unexplained signs such as organomegaly,
proteinuria, renal failure, right-sided heart failure, biventricular hypertrophic cardiac walls,
peripheral axonal polyneuropathy, and autonomic neuropathy [4]. ATTR amyloidosis is
likely underdiagnosed in many patients with cardiomyopathy and heart failure. The overall
prevalence of amyloid cardiomyopathy found in patients with heart failure is 13.7% [31].
Amyloidosis cardiomyopathy is more commonly described in the literature compared to
head and neck amyloidosis. Dysphagia with a history of amyloidosis should also alert
clinicians to evaluate the entire aerodigestive tract with a lower threshold for biopsy when
findings such as fine granular appearance, polypoid protrusion, erosion, ulcers, erythema,
nodularity, or mucosa friability are seen. In the absence of an organic lesion seen on the
endoscope, dysphagia or dysphonia experienced by patients with ATTR amyloidosis can be
due to amyloid deposition on nerves, muscles, mucosa, and joints involved in swallowing
and phonation. The management of amyloidosis should also be multidisciplinary, with
a team of experts caring for the organs involved in systemic amyloidosis. With better
awareness and early recognition of the disease, early intervention can be instilled to modify
the underlying pathologic process to improve prognosis.

4. Conclusions

Otolaryngologists should be alert to the possibility that patients with dysphagia and
cardiomyopathy, with or without the presence of a submucosal hypopharyngeal mass, may
have underlying ATTR variant amyloidosis. ATTR variant amyloidosis with cardiomy-
opathy is unique in its high prevalence of dysphagia and dysphonia, even without an
organic lesion seen. The diagnostic challenges remain due to its rarity and non-specific
symptoms with multi-organ involvement. The current literature showing terminal progno-
sis is likely contributed by the diagnostic challenge and delayed diagnosis. High clinical
suspicion, early biopsy, disease confirmation, and prompt treatment are important to im-
prove outcomes given the wide array of new medications targeting various phases of
amyloidogenesis to change the disease’s natural history. With more awareness of this ATTR
variant amyloidosis in patients with dysphagia, better clinical practice with improved
clinical outcomes can be extended to our patients.
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